
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES - By Steve Griffiths

Part 39 - Foam wing varia
tions, including balsa aileron
considerations and spar fit
ting
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These portions of the trailing edge cannot generally be made :rom
aileron stock due to its already having a chamfer'ed edge, but other
wise the same stock as is used for the ailerons will work, provided the
aileron spar is brought right in to the centre joint. This is a good idea
in any case, as it then provides a full-length spar that will add strength
to the wing, Given that balsa of adequate size is available, it is some
times possible to form the whole from one piece of sheet and then,
after shaping. cut the ailerons free leaving a length of aileron spar and
the fixed trailing edge portions integral (Fig. 15.1, Ol. although this
does not allow the spar to be made from harder and stronger materi
al that the ailerons.

Figure 15.1 Foam Wing with Balsa Ailerons 1

Rear part of wing can be made from ready-made

Balsa ailerons
Racher than cutting the ailerons from sections of the main panel, it is
common to illaks them from sheet balsa or pre-shaped trailing edge
or ai!ercn stock (I=ig. 15.1. A], though this does mean that the con
strucLion sequence needs to be changed; it is much easier to build the
relevant parts before the tips are attached and the panels are joined.
Sometimes they are built-up from ribs and spars with thin sheet skins,
and this process will be covered later when we get onto the subject of
built-up wings.

Building them is dependent on the materials used. With balsa
ailerons, the part of the wing to be cut from foam does not extend
across the full chord, but only as far back as is necessary to attach a
facing (the aileron spar) onto which the ailerons can be hung, and
which also seals the exposed edge of the foam (Fig. 15.1, B). This
means that the templates used to cut the wing need not extend right
to the trailing edge, and therefore no special action is needed to pre
vent movement of the thin rear end, and provided they are made a lit
tle longer than is strictly necessary they will support the wire as it
comes out of the foalll. Nevertheless, templates are best made to the
full aerofoil section so they can be used to align and shape the trailing
edges, ailerons and wing tips when these are fitted later.

Because there is no part of the hot-wired wing that extends to the
trailing edge of the section, balsa must be fixed on around the centre
joint between the ailer-ons (Fig. 15.1. Cl. and perhaps towards the
tips if the ailerons do not extend to the full span (less tip blocks).

o far, discussion of construction of a foam v\ling has been
confined to producing a two-panel straight-taper sparless
wing, hot-v'/ire cut to full chord with the ailerons integral
with but later separated from the main panels, As noted
earlier, there are numerous variations from this configura

tion, some of which employ different approaches and techniques, and
so need explanation. Much of what follows is applicable equally to built
up wings, the construction of which will be covered later.

If the rear face of the aileron spar is not at the correct angle, trie
aerofoil section cannot be formed (Fig. 15.2. A & 6) especially when
pre-shaped trailing edge stock is used: the spar Illust be at an angle
that allows the trailing edge to contain the rear of the section (Fig.
15.2. C). Flat-bottomed sections (Fig. 15.2, Dl generally lend tharn
selves fairly well to the use of pre-shaped trailing edges if the rear face
of the aileron spar is perpendicular to the undersurface, or nearly so:
pre-shaped stock usually has a thick back edge that allows a litt!e lee
way in the aileron spar alignment, though if this is not precisely vertl·
cal the undersurface of the trailing edge will need to be planed or
sanded to follow the section accurately. Alternatively, and possibiy nec
essary for whichever method of construction is adopted, the rea, edgs
of the wing can be sanded to the correct angle before any rectangular
or pre-shaped balsa is attached. Where the trailing edge is sharply
reflexed or hooked, pre-shaped stock is almost certainly unusable (Fig.
15.2, E & F), both because it will not contain the section outline, and
it may require the aileron spar to be sharply angled and, possibly. the
wrong way for top-hinged aileron movement (l='iS- "15_2, ~)

On a wing with washout, it is less likely that pre-shaped stock 'NilI do.
as it has a flat base and the thick edge allows only a trivial rise
towards the tip to be formed (Fig. 15.3), and in general I would rec
ommend that pre-shaped material be used only on wings that have no
washout. However, it may be adaptable if the ailerons have sufficient
taper so that when cut back, the edge towards the tip becomes chd.
enough to allow the necessary rise to be produced, In eit!,e'- case·,
both surfaces of the pre-shaped stock will need attention, and must be
shaped to follow the line of the aerofoil section. Where this ,cluch wo6
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trailing edge stock. In order to shape the whole consistently, it can be
helpful to tack-glue the pre-shaped material in place, at least gluing the
aileron ends to the fixed parts.

When set trim off the overlaps flush with the ends of the panel with
a razor saw and sanding block, and cut to plan view if not already
done.

Leading and trailing edges on swept wings
need ample overlap here
and here

\ Figure 15.5 Fix Trailing Edge to Wing
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Figure 15.4 Laying Out Spars for Cutting

A With sheet of consistent quality, tapered components~ can be topped and tailed for economy

Figur.e 15.3 Washout and Pre-shaped Stock

,
Washout may force trailing edge above

back edge of pm-shaped stock
Note also that bottom faces may be parallel at root

but then are not so at tip

IS needed, it is often quicker, easier and cheaper to make the ailerons
and trailing edge fr'om sheet (particularly if the ailerons are tapered,
where there may be less waste if they are cut to plan view from
sheet) or possibly built-up.

Making the ailerons
A. suitable time to undertake this is immediately after the leading edge
is fixed, as then both it and the ailerons can be trimmed off and

shaped in one session. However, before the spar or aileron material is
fixed to the wing, any hinge blocks that are required must be made
and fitted into the wing, as described previously: generally, no blocks
are needed in solid balsa ailerons.

When spar and ailerons are from separate pieces, the spar will
often be cut from sheet thick enough to take the chamfers required.
a"'-""Jill usually taper from root to tip. If the sheet from which the
sf- ,j are cut is of consistent quality along its length, they can be
topped and tailed to economise on wood (Fig. 15.4, AI. This must
not be done if the sheet is heavier at one end, or one spar will finish
up weak at the root (Fig. 15.4, BI and the wings are more likely to
be unbalanced; in this instance. they should be cut with the tips

These are heavier than these

Root

Pin templates back
in place at root and tip
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Mark for ShapingFigure 15.6

Where the trailing edge is reflexed or hooked, rounded sanding
blocks will be needed to form the concave face. However, these forms

generally suffer from being very thin and fragile, and may well need
reinforcement or even tD be built rather differently, as is the case also

Mark and shape
The trailing edge section and line of the extreme trailing edge now
need to be marked, and this is where full-chord templates are of
value. Pin them back in place on the ends of the panel using the origi
nal pin-holes to locate them precisely where they were when the pan
els were cut, then mark the outline of the section on the ends and the
position of the trailing edge on the back face (Fig. 15.8), If you don't
have full templates, then some guesswork is called for to estimate the
shape of the section and where the trailing edge lies at root and tip,
unless you are in a position to make paper patterns and use those.
Remove the templates and draw a line on the rear face of the baisa
between the marked points (use pins and tape to hold the straight
edge. as was done for marking the leading edge], then plane and sand
the whole, including the aileron spar, to shape. Masking tape protec
tion for the wing surface is helpful, only being removed for the final
sanding to finish flush.

Light
end

placed at the lighter end [Fig. 15.4, Cl, thus giving more strength
towards the root and keeping the tips and the whole structure as light
as possible. Continue by gluing the spars to the wing panels (Fig.
15.5, AI in much the same way as the leading edges were fixed, If
the trailing edge and ailerons are made from sheet or trailing edge
stock, this can be cut to plan view now or later; cutting it now can
save some wood when the ailerons are tapered, but leave the ends
long enough to allow enough overlap for the angle on the trailing edge,
being particularly careful to make enough allowance on wings that are
moderately or highly swept (Fig. 15.5, BI, As with the spars, the
pieces should be cut with the tips at the lighter end of the sheet. Tack
glue the sheet or T.E. stock in one continuous piece to the face of the
aileron spar (the fixed trailing edge parts can be glued more solidly),
and if you have already separated the ailerons tack-glue them back to
the fixed pieces to prevent movement when shaping them.

if spar and ailerons are made from one piece of sheet or pre-shaped
trailing edge stock, glue the whole piece to the wing panel: As before,
it can be cut to plan view now or later.

When pre-shaped aileron stock is used for the ailerons on wings with
no washout, the fixed trailing edge partS must be made from sheet or

Root

I Heavy end ~ Light end--
This spar is weaker at root than at tip

Cut spars and other components starting at light end of sheet
but with root towards heavy end

....•..-
. HeaVy
end

Do not top and tail on variable sheet

Root .;

Same density
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Compromise position
too near L. E.

-,------ I~-----l
Centre joint brace needs packing I,

Move main spar back and add subsidiarj spar

tude. Spars should therefore be suited to the flight regime for which
the aircraft is intended; a highly aerobatic model will need to absorb
more or less equal compressiDn and tension IDads Dn bDth wing sur
faces, whereas a gentle 'floater' will rarely experience high negative G
values and may survive with a lighter spar beneath.

Spars can be of several forms, requiring different methDds of instal
lation usually completed prior to applying the wing skins, although at
the cost of having them visible, some parts can be fitted by cutting
through the skins. FDr optimum strength the spars should be on or
near the surface at the thickest point of the wing (Fig. 15.8, AJ.
though in many cases the line along the thickest point Df the wing will
not be perpendicular to the aircraft centre-line, presenting a small
problem in that if the spars are tD lie along that line, they will not
meet in a straight line at the centre (Fig. 15.8, 6): this makes it
more difficult to fit a brace acrDSS the centre joint. In this situation, it
is sDmetimes better to align the spars to make the bracing easier, and
place them as near as pDssible to the line of greatest thickness.
However, if this brings the spar at the tip very close to the leading or
trailing edge (Fig. 15.8, C) as WDuld Dccur with a swept wing, an
angled centre jDint with packing fDr the brace may have to be accept
ed, or the spar position moved and perhaps another spar added to
reinforce the nDW un-sparred area, as shown.

Surface·mounted spar
A commDn spar arrangement consists Df two strips of hard balsa Dr
hardwood inset intD the foam CDres close to the ·upper and IDwer SUI'
faces (Fig. 15.9, AI, and set flush so that they bond to the skins
when these are applied, and do not leave a depressiDn into which the
skins will sink. Occasionally the normal upwards bending forces are
catered for by the use Df a hardwood upper spar but balsa beneath.

I Figure 15.9 Surface-mounted Spars
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Spars
On longer-span wings, it may be necessary to incorporate one or more
spars to increase the resistance to bending. All pitching manoeuvres
affect the IDad on a wing by virtue of the centrifugal and Dther fDrces
generated as the aircraft rotates, and these forces are shDwn in a
simplistic fDrm in Figure 15.7 - please don't mutter abDut triangles of
forces, we are dealing hera with concepts, not values. In level flight
(Fig. 15.7, Al the upward load on the wing is the lift, L, exactly equal
to the weight of the aircraft. The structure is said then to be subject
ed tD a load Df 1G, derived from the cDnventional use of 'g' to repre
sent the fDrce acting Dn a bDdy due sDlely to gravity [its weight, W, for
Dur purposes). The increased lift tends to make the wing bend
upwards, and obviously an increased load has a greater bending
effect. Pitching up generates a dDwnward centrifugal force C but
increases the lift (Fig. 15.7, 61, thus increasing the load - 'pDsitive G'
- in effect making the aircraft heavier, and hence increasing the bend
ing force on the wing. On the other hand, pitching down generates an
upward centrifugal fDrce, relieving the load on the wing and reducing
its tendency to bend upwards. At most times during flight, therefore,
the spars on the upper surfaces of wings are in cDmpression while
those on the lower surfaces are in tension, resisting the nDrmal
upward bending fDrce. When in level flight inverted, of CDurse, the nor
mal conditions are reversed (Fig. 15.7. Cl, though at the top of a cir
cular loop - nDt inverted level flight because the aircraft is pursuing an
approximately circular course - the weight of the aircraft acts dOWn
wards but the centr'ifugal fDrce acts upwards (Fig. 15.7, 01. In a rDIl,
the normal bending forces on the wings change in DppDsite directiDns,
increasing on the up-going and decreasing Dn the down-going as a
result of the changes in liit that induce the roll, and with inset ailerons
these changes in forces are generated at some distance from the
centre-line and nDt mora evenly acrDSS the full span, impDsing addition
al strain on the wing at the pDsitiDn Df the inboal'd end of the ailerDns.

The combination Df negative lift and centrifugal force induced by pitch
ing downwards sharply (!,ig. 15.7. E) - or by a high-speed smalJ-.radius
outside loop - will possibly exceed the normal upwards load and tend to
produce a dDwnwards bend in the wing, at the same time reversing
the cDmpression and tension loads in the spars. In straight flight while
climbing (Fig. 15.7, Fl the lift is increased over that needed for level
flight [otherwise the aircraft would not climb) but is less than that pro
duced during the pitch-up used to put the aircraft in a nose-up atti-

on thin, non-reflexed trailing edges. This issue will be dealt with in
more detail later as part of the discussion of built-up wings .

Trle ailerons can then be freed, suitable chamfers made on the front
faces and the expDsed aileron spar to allow them the requisite mDve
ment, and the ends cut back to allow for a small gap and end facings .
These do not just cover the end-grain, they also impart some chord
wise stiffness and help to stop the corners of the balsa breaking off,
so they should be of suitable material. On large models, 1/16" ply is
usually adequate, with 1/32" or sometimes 1 /64" ply on medium and
small sizes, or just hard balsa on small models. Do not use liteply for
end faeings because the central lamination will eventually disintegrate
and drop out at the pointed end, even if consolidated with cyano. On
small, slow-flying models with narrow-chord ailerons, it is sometimes
enough to soak the exposed end-grain in cyano and sand it smooth.
From this stage, construction can proceed as before.
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Mis-alignment produces offset panels
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and, used carefully, it should not make it any wider. The strip must be the
same width as the spar for which the channel is to be made, but fractional
ly thinner to allow for the thickress of the sandpaper and so avoid making
the channel too deep. It's fairly easy to arrange for this difference in thick
ness by making the strip from unthinned spar material. then gluing to the
base-plate round it a piece of the same sandpaper smooth side outwards,
taken up the chamfered ends of the plate so there is no chance of it catch
ing and ripping the foam. By moving the apparatus tc and fro against a
straightedge placed on the wing, and using only moder?t,3 pressure, it will
abrade a channel into the surface no deeper than the overhanging base
plate allows. For a channel cut by other means, it vvill smooth and level the
bottom to the correct depth. Fixing a smaller block on tcp of the base-plate
to use as a grip will make it easier to handle.

With the channels made, the spars can be glued in. Carbon spars will
requins the use of epoxy, but for wooden spars, PVA is suitable. However,
be awans that balsa will swell slightly when it is wetted, and since PVA is
water-based it can cause the upper surface of the spar to stand slightly
proud of the wing. Even if sanded flush. it may swell again when the skil"l
ning adhesive is applied, producing a ridge that will need careful sanding tc
remove it. This tendency to swell up during fixing and skinning can be allevi
ated to some extent by wetting the spar and leaving it to dry before it is
fixed in place. though of course this will make it slightly thicker and the chal"l
nel may therefore need to be made deeper, so a little experimentation will
help to determine how deep the channels should be made to allow for this.
Also be aware that soft balsa swells more than does hand balsa, but since
wing spars should always be made from hand stuff little variation should be
expectsd. While the glue is setting the bottom surface of the spar must be
held in close contact with the bottom of the channel if optimum strength is
W be obtained, so hold it with some evenly-spaced weights (preferably on a
stiff beam for best distribution] until it is set, with a strip of polythene or
MyIar laid on first to pnsvent unwanted adhesion .•

Match Spar PositionsFigure 15.10
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across centre joint of different length
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face. This can be done with a krife, first cutting along the two edges, and
ttlen repeatedly slicing between them and removing the foam in fragments,
finishing off by sanding the bottom as smooth as it can be made. The
edges need to be straight and parallel. and should be cut using a straight
edge held on the wing. The waste must be removed accurately to depth so
that the surface of the spar sits flush with the surface, and a depth gauge
on the blade is easy to arrange if the blade has a hole through it. as do
some hobby-knife blades (Fig. 15.11, Al. These can be fixed to a wooden
block with a short woodscrew, then set and retained at a suitable angle
against a stop (Fig. 15.11, B). The woodscrew is positioned to give the
required depth of cut and must be tightened right up, prior to which a small
amount of adjustment is possible because the hole in the blade is generally
elongated, allowing the blade to slide up and down a short distance. Drag
the block along the wing with the back against a straightadge placed to
allow for the thickness of the block and half the thickress of the blade, and
w avoid it digging in the bottom face must be smooth with the corners
rounded off, and don't apply too much pnsssure or the foam may be
crushed. For carbon-rod or tube spars, the channel bottom is best rounded
to the same radius as the spar.

As an alternative means of making a rectangular channel, and in any case
useful for cleaning up and smoothing the bo=m of one, another simple
home-made tool is very useful. This consists of a strip of wood the same
width as the spar and shaped rather like a sledge-runner, under a base
plate (Fig. 15.121. the bottom surface of the strip being covered in sand
paper (80 gnit is about right] of the same width. The front and back edges
of the base-plats should be chamfered to continue the angles at the ends of
the strip. and the sandpaper taken up them so that its ends never come
into contact with the foam. The sides of the wood strip ans not covensd
with sandpaper so that abrasion on the sides of the channel is minimised

Sometimes " sp"r IS fitted only to the top surface to reduce the
cnances o~the wing crumpling under load, relying on the tensile

~ st~ength of the lower skin to substitute for a bottom spar. and occa
sionally either or both spars may not extend right to the tip, and may
be of different lengths [the lower always being the shorter), Seen in
section the vertical edges of the spars should lie in one plane (Fig.
15,9, B). though the outer surfaces may need working to blend them
into the aerofoil section, Where this arises, it is better to keep the
spars aligned vertically, rather than repositioning one or other to make
their surfaces parallel. For improved bending resistance, the spars
may be fitted edge-on, setting their longer face vertically (Fig. 15.9,
Cl. As alternatives to wood. and having a better strength-to-weight
ratio, carbon rod and tube can be used to make spars; carbon tows
can be used to reinforce wooden spars. much better in tension than
in compression, though the fibres must all be really taut to be fully
effective.

When the wing panels are joined, a full-depth joint-brace should be
bonded to one side of the spars (Fig. 15.10, Al, though where high
aerodynamic loads are anticipated, braces - of different lengths - are
advisable on both sides: it is therefore important that the spar posi
tions are at exactly the same position along the chord on each panel.
If they do not line up correctly. either the panels will finish up offset
[Fig. 15.10, BJ, which is far from ideal, or some packing will be
needed between the brace and one set of spars (Fig. 15.10, Cl. Any
such packing must be at least as strong as the weaker of the braces
and the spars, or it may fail under load. defeating the object of having
the brace.
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